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In a previous paper [11] we proposed a Lie theory for double Lie
groupoids based on the known Lie theory of ordinary Lie groupoids, on
various constructions in Poisson geometry, and on the special features of
the differential geometry of the tangent bundle. That paper [11] gave the
first of the two steps involved in constucting the double Lie algebroid of a
double Lie groupoid and one purpose of the present paper is to give the
more difficult second step.
Ordinary Lie algebroids may be viewed both as generalizations of Lie
algebrasand therefore as vehicles for a generalized Lie theory [12]and
as abstractions of the tangent bundle of an ordinary manifoldsee [25,
19]. The differentiation process given here includes as special cases: (i) the
process of passing from a double Lie group [9] or matched pair of Lie
groups [20] to the corresponding double Lie algebra or matched pair of
Lie algebras, (ii) the (related) process of obtaining a Lie bialgebra from a
Poisson Lie group or, more generally, a Lie bialgebroid from a Poisson
groupoid [18], and (iii) the process of obtaining a pair of compatible par-
tial connections from an affinoid [24]. However, from our point of view
the fundamental process is that of obtaining the double (iterated) tangent
bundle T 2M=T(TM ) from the double groupoid structure on M 4, where
elements of M4 are regarded as the corners of an empty square. All these
processes yield double Lie algebroids and we show that the calculus
possible for the double tangent bundle applies to them all.
In [11] it was shown how a single application of the Lie functor to a
double Lie groupoid S produces an LA-groupoid, that is, a Lie groupoid
object in the category of Lie algebroids. If one applies the Lie functor to,
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say, the vertical structure of S, then the LA-groupoid is vertically a Lie
algebroid and horizontally a Lie groupoid; this follows easily from the fact
that the Lie functor preserves pullbacks and the diagrams which define a
groupoid structure. One may then take the Lie algebroid of this horizontal
groupoid and obtain a double vector bundle whose horizontal structure is
a Lie algebroid. Interchanging the order of the processes yields a second
double vector bundle with the Lie algebroid structure now placed verti-
cally. The two double vector bundles may be identified by a map derived
from the canonical involution in the double tangent bundle of S, and one
thus obtains a double vector bundle all four sides of which have Lie
algebroid structures; this is the double Lie algebroid of S. This is the
construction as outlined in the introduction to [11].
However, abstract LA-groupoid s also arise in nature without an under-
lying double Lie groupoid, most notably the cotangent LA-groupoid of a
Poisson groupoid or Poisson Lie group. We have therefore shown in
Section 2 here that the Lie algebroid structure on an LA-groupoid may be
prolonged to the Lie algebroid of the groupoid structure. This extends, in
particular, the construction of tangent Lie algebroid structures given by the
author and Ping Xu in [18].
This prolongation process goes back ultimately to the very classical
description [26] of the vector fields on a tangent bundle in terms of the
vertical and complete lifts of the vector fields on the base manifold. Regard-
ing a tangent bundle TM as the Lie algebroid of the pair (or coarse)
groupoid M_M, [19] extended this description: the vector fields on the
Lie algebroid AG of any Lie groupoid G  M are generated by those lifted
from suitable vector fields on G and those core vector fields which come
from sections of AG. The bracket relations between vector fields obtained
from these two processes now involve an operation by which suitable
vector fields ! on G induce covariant differential operators D! on AG; this
is an extension of the intrinsic derivative as used in [19].
In Section 2 we give a calculus of similar type for any LA-groupoid.
We must then prove that, in the case of the LA-groupoids of a double
Lie groupoid, the prolonged Lie algebroid structure on the double Lie
algebroid of either LA-groupoid coincides with the Lie algebroid of the
Lie groupoid structure of the other. This result, Theorem 3.3, whose proof
occupies most of Section 3, embodies not only the canonical isomorphisms
arising from the structure of the double tangent bundle (4.1, 3.1) but
canonical isomorphisms familiar in symplectic and Poisson geometry (4.4).
We feel that the basic simplicity of the construction given here, and the
richness of the phenomena which it encompasses, establish beyond doubt
that it is a natural and correct definition. We have argued this case in detail
in [13], which summarizes the results of the present paper, and of two sub-
sequent ones [14, 15], and gives an overview of the background to all
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three. In [15] we give an abstract concept of double Lie algebroid, and use
it to characterize the double of a Lie bialgebroid; we show, in particular,
that given a Lie bialgebroid (A, A*), the double cotangent bundle
T*A*$T*A can be regarded as a double in the sense of Drinfel’d and
gives an extension to bialgebroids of the Manin triple characterization of
Lie bialgebras. This provides an alternative treatment of questions treated
by Liu, Weinstein, and Xu [7].
Reference [15] also gives a characterization of the diagonal structure
associated with a matched pair of Lie algebroids, and opens the way to the
study of integrability of these notions.
1. TANGENT PROLONGATIONS
We begin by recalling briefly some necessary background from the work
[18, 19] of the author and Ping Xu.
Given a Lie groupoid G  M there is a tangent prolongation groupoid
TG  TM obtained by applying the tangent functor to the structure maps
(source, target, multiplication, identity and inversion maps) of G. We
usually call this simply the tangent groupoid of G when there is no
likelihood of confusion.
The bundle projection pG : TG  G is now a morphism of Lie groupoids
over pM : TM  M. Applying the Lie functor we obtain a commutative
diagram as in Fig. 1(a). The other vector bundle structure maps in TG  G
are also groupoid morphisms, and applying the Lie functor to them gives
ATG  AG a vector bundle structure with respect to which Fig. 1(a) is a
double vector bundle.
On the other hand, associated with any vector bundle A  M is the
tangent double vector bundle as in Fig. 1(b) where the vertical structure is
the tangent prolongation of A  M. One may of course regard a vector
bundle as a Lie groupoid, providing one attends to the scalar multiplication.
FIGURE 1
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Now taking A=AG it is proved in [18, 7.1] that there is a canonical
isomorphism of double vector bundles jG : TAG  ATG which is a restric-
tion of the canonical involution JG : T 2G  T 2G. Observe that in Fig. 1(a)
the vertical structure is the Lie algebroid of the tangent groupoid, whereas
in Fig. 1(b) the horizontal structure is a standard tangent bundle Lie
algebroid.
In each case Lie algebroid structures can also be put on the remaining
sides. For any vector bundle A  M, each section X # 1A induces its
tangent prolongation T(X ) # 1TM (TA) and a core section X # 1TM (TA)
defined, for z # TmM, by X (z)=T(0)(z)+X(m). For A a Lie algebroid
define brackets for sections of these types by
[T(X1), T(X2)]=T([X1 , X2]),
(1)
[T(X1), X2@]=[X1 , X2]7, [X1@, X2@]=0.
Theorem 1.1 [18, 5.1, 5.6]. Extending (1.1) to all sections of TA  TM
by the Leibniz condition with respect to aT=JM b T(a): TA  T 2M makes
TA  TM a Lie algebroid with anchor aT . The Poisson structure on
T(A*)  TM dual to this Lie algebroid structure (with respect to the tangent
pairing) is the tangent lift of the Poisson structure on A* which is dual to A.
This Lie algebroid structure is the tangent prolongation of the Lie
algebroid structure on A.
Theorem 1.2 [18, 7.1]. For any Lie groupoid G  M, the isomorphism
of double vector bundles jG : TAG  ATG is an isomorphism of Lie
algebroids from the tangent prolongation structure on TAG  TM to the Lie
algebroid ATG  TM of TG  TM.
Now consider a vector bundle E on base M. As in [10, III, Sect. 2], we
denote by CDO(E) the vector bundle whose sections are the covariant dif-
ferential operators: that is, first or zeroth order differential operators
D: 1E  1E for which there is a vector field X on M with D( f+)=
fD(+)+X( f ) + for all f # C(M ), + # 1E. With anchor D [ X and the usual
bracket, CDO(E ) is a Lie algebroid.
For a vector bundle E  M, a linear vector field is a pair (!, x) of vector
fields on E and M, such that !: E  TE and x: M  TM together constitute
a morphism of vector bundles. The flow of a linear vector field is by (local)
automorphisms of the vector bundle structure, and it carries linear func-
tions E  R to linear functions, and pullbacks of functions on M to other
such pullbacks. Given , # 1E* let l,: X [ (,(qX ), X) be the correspond-
ing linear function. Then (!, x) defines a covariant differential operator
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D!
(* ): 1E*  1E* by !(l,)=lD!(*)(,) . For the corresponding covariant
differential operator D!: 1E  1E we then have
D! (X ) A =[!, X A ], (2)
where X A # X (E ) is the core vector field with X A (Y) defined to be the ver-
tical vector at Y which is parallel to X(qY ). In [18, (23)], X A is denoted
X2 ; in the case E=TM, X A is the vertical lift of a vector field on M to a
vector field on TM.
Equation (2) together with the obvious relations D[!, ’]=[D! , D’] and
[X A , Y A ]=0 determine the bracket structure on X (E ). See [19, Sect. 2].
For G  M a Lie groupoid, a star vector field is a pair (!, x) of vector
fields on G and M such that T(:) b !=x b : and ! b 1=T(1) b x. The Lie
functor can be applied to such maps and ! = j&1G b A(!) is a linear vector
field on AG over x. Define D!: 1AG  1AG by
D! (X )=[!, X9 ] b 1, (3)
where X9 is the rightinvariant vector field corresponding to X. Then D! is
a covariant differential operator and D!=D! . For (!, x) and (’, y) star
vector fields and X, Y # 1AG,
[! , ’~ ]=[!, ’]
t
, [! , X A ]=D! (X ) A , [X A , Y A ]=0, (4)
and these determine the bracket structure in X (AG ). See [19, Sect. 3].
If (!, x) is, further, a morphism of Lie groupoids, then D! is a derivation
of the bracket structure on 1AG and [!, X9 ]=D!X

for all X # 1AG.
There is a corresponding calculus for vector fields on Lie algebroid
duals, and also for forms on Lie groupoids, their Lie algebroids, and the
Lie algebroid duals; see [19].
2. THE DOUBLE LIE ALGEBROID OF AN LA-GROUPOID
We are concerned with the infinitesimal invariants of double Lie
groupoids (S; H, V; M ) as studied in [11, Sect. 2]. Here S has two Lie
groupoid structures, a horizontal structure with base V, and a vertical struc-
ture with base H, where both V and H are Lie groupoids on base M, such
that the structure maps (source, target, division and identity maps) of each
groupoid structure on S are morphisms with respect to the other. We dis-
play (S; H, V; M ) and a typical element as in Fig. 2. It is further assumed
that the double source map (:~ V , :~ H): S  H _
M
V is a surjective submersion.
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FIGURE 2
Applying the Lie functor to the vertical structure S  H yields a Lie
algebroid AV S  H; because the Lie functor preserves pullbacks, the
horizontal groupoid S  V prolongs to a groupoid structure AV S  AV.
These structures, shown in Fig. 3(a), constitute what we called in [11,
Sect. 4] an LA-groupoid. In general an LA-groupoid (0; G, A; M ), as in
Fig. 3(b), comprises both a Lie groupoid structure on 0 over base A
(which is itself a Lie algebroid over M ), and a Lie algebroid on 0 over G
(which is a Lie groupoid over M ); the two structures on 0 commute in the
sense that the maps defining the groupoid structure are all Lie algebroid
morphisms. It is further assumed that the double source map
(q~ , :~ ): 0  G _
M
A is a surjective submersion.
We can likewise apply the Lie functor to the horizontal groupoid struc-
ture S  V and obtain a Lie algebroid AH S  V which inherits a groupoid
structure over AH, and forms the horizontal LA-groupoid (AH S;
AH, V; M ). See Fig. 4(a).
The construction of the double Lie algebroid of a double Lie groupoid
which we give in Section 3 will be made much easier if we begin by first
considering the application of the Lie functor to an arbitrary LA-
groupoid.
Since 0 is a Lie groupoid over A we may take its Lie algebroid A0;
denote the bundle projection A0  A by q and the anchor by a . Since
q~ : 0  G is a morphism of groupoids, it induces a morphism of Lie
FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
algebroids A(q~ ): A0  AG. And since each of the other maps defining the
vector bundle structure in 0  G (namely the addition, scalar multiplica-
tion, and zero section) are morphisms of Lie groupoids, we may apply the
Lie functor to them, and we obtain a vector bundle structure on
A(q~ ): A0  AG. As with the construction in [11, Sect. 4, p. 216], of which
this is a special case, a detailed proof is unnecessary: a vector bundle is
defined by pullback diagrams, and the Lie functor preserves pullbacks and
diagrams.





Proof. To verify the commutativity, it only needs to be recalled that a
vector bundle, regarded as a Lie groupoid, is itself its own Lie algebroid,
and, similarly, applying the Lie functor to a morphism of vector bundles
leaves the morphism unchanged. K
Three sides of (5) have Lie algebroid structures, and we are now con-
cerned to put such a structure on A0 AG as well. This will take us until the
end of the section. The method used is a generalization of the construction
of the tangent prolongation Lie algebroid as recalled in Section 1.
The anchor is the composite of A(a~ ): A0  ATG with the inverse of the
canonical isomorphism jG : TAG  ATG of Theorem 1.2; we denote it by a.
Using Theorem 1.2, a is a morphism of Lie algebroids over a: A  TM.
We define the bracket structure on A0  AG in terms of sections of two
specific types.
Definition 2.2. A star section of the LA-groupoid in Fig. 3(b) is a pair
(!, X ) where ! # 1G 0, X # 1A, and we have 1 b X=! b 1, :~ b !=X b :.
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This is a weakened form of the notion of morphic section considered in
[11, 4.3]. The terminology comes from [6, 3.2] via [19].
Lemma 2.3. Given any X # 1A, there is a star section (!, X ) of the
LA-groupoid in Fig. 3(b).
Proof. Define ’ # 1G0 by setting ’(1m)=1 X(m) for m # M, and extend-
ing over G. Then +: G  A defined by +(g)=:~ (’(g))&X(:g) is a section of
the pullback bundle :!A. Thanks to the double source condition, there is
a ‘ # 1G 0 with :~ b ‘=+; we can also require that ‘ vanish on all 1m # G.
Now !=’&‘ is a section of the required type. K
The conditions on a star section ensure that it is possible to apply the
Lie functor to it; we obtain a linear section A(!): AG  A0 of A(q~ ) for
which q b A(!)=X b qG . As in [11, 4.3] it is clear that the bracket of two
star sections is a star section. We now define
[A(!), A(’)]=A([!, ’]) (6)
for any two star sections (!, X ), (’, Y ).
To define sections of the second type, we must make a detour to deter-
mine the core structure of the double vector bundle (5) in terms of the core
of the underlying LA-groupoid. The core K of 0 is the pullback vector
bundle across 1: M  G of the kernel K =ker(:~ : 0  A). It comes equipped
with vector bundle morphisms A: K  A, the restriction of ; , and
AG : K  AG, the restriction of a~ : 0  TG. Define aK=aAG b AG=a b A .
Each k # 1K induces a section k # 1G 0 where k (g)=k(;g) 0 g ; define a
bracket on 1K by [k , l ]=[k, l]. Then K is a Lie algebroid on M with
anchor aK , and A and AG are Lie algebroid morphisms. See [11, Sect. 5].
Proposition 2.4. Let (0; G, A; M ) be an LA-groupoid with core Lie
algebroid K. Denote by Kvb the vector bundle underlying K. Considering Kvb
as a groupoid, let it act on qA: A  M by (k, X ) [ A (k)+X, where
k # K, X # A, qK (k)=qA (X ). Then
Kvb _ qA > 0 w
q~ G (7)
is an exact sequence of Lie groupoids, where the injection is (k, X ) [ k+1 X .
Let the Lie algebroid K act on ;: G  M by sending k # 1K to
a~ (k)

# 1TG, the right-invariant vector field corresponding to a~ (k) # 1AG.
Then
K _ ; > 0 w:~ A (8)
is an exact sequence of Lie algebroids, where the injection is (k, g) [ k0 g .
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Proof. Take (k1 , X1), (k2 , X2) # K _ qA with X1=A (k2)+X2 . Multi-
plying the images in 0, and using the interchange law between the vector
bundle and groupoid structures, we have
(k1+1 X1)(k2+1 X2)=(k1+1 X2+1 A(k2))(1 X2+k2)
=(k1+1 X2) 1 X2+1 A(k2) k2
=k1+1 X2+k2 ,
which is the image of (k1+k2 , X2) under the injection. So the injection is
a groupoid morphism. Exactness is easily verified.
The injection in the second statement preserves the anchors since
a~ (k0 0g )=a~ (k) 0
TG
g =T(Rg)(a~ (k))=a~ (k)

(g),
using the fact that a~ is a morphism of groupoids. It suffices to verify
bracket preservation on sections of the form 1k # 1(K _ ;), where
k # 1K. This follows from (22) in [11, Sect. 5]. K
For the LA-groupoid (TG; G, TM; M) of a Lie groupoid G, these two
sequences are
Avb G _ pM > TG w
pG G and AG >wR TG wwT(:) TM,
where R is the right translation map (X, g) [ T(Rg)(X ).
For a double Lie groupoid (S; H, V; M ) the core C is the manifold of
elements c # S with :~ H(c)=1 Vm , :~ V (c)=1
H
m for some m # M. The core has
a groupoid structure over M with source :C(c)=:V (:~ H(c)), target
;C(c)=;V (; H(c)), and composition




where v2=; H(c), h2=; V (c). The identity of C at m # M is 1Cm=1
2
m and the
inverse of c # C is
c&1(C)=c&1(H ) gw 1 Hv&1=c
&1(V ) g| 1 Vh&1 ,
where v=; H(c) and h=; V (c). With this structure the maps H : C  H,
c [ ; V (c) and V: C  V, c [ ; H(c) are morphisms over M. See [1,
Sect. 2; 11, Sect. 2].
The proof of the following result is now straightforward.
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Proposition 2.5. Let (S; H, V; M ) be a double Lie groupoid with core
groupoid C. Then
C _ ;H > SV ww
:~ H V (9)
is an exact sequence of Lie groupoids, where C acts on ;H by
(c, h) [ H(c) h and the injection is (c, h) [ c g| 1 Vh .
Likewise
C _ ;V > SH ww
:~ V H (10)
is an exact sequence of Lie groupoids, where C acts on ;V by (c, v) [ V (c) v
and the injection is (c, v) [ c gw 1 Hv .
When S is a locally trivial double Lie groupoid, the exact sequences (7),
(8) of [11, Sect. 2] follow easily from (9), (10).
Applying the Lie functor to (9) one obtains an exact sequence of Lie
algebroids
AC _ ;H > AVS ww
A(:~ H) AV, (11)
where the injection maps (k, h) to k0 h . For k # 1AC define k V # 1H(AVS)
by k V(h)=k(;h) 0 h . This is the image under the injection of the pullback
section of k and so, in view of the way the bracket in an action Lie
algebroid such as AC _ ;V is defined, we have
[k V, l V]=[k, l] V (12)
for all k, l # 1AC. (It is also possible, and instructive, to prove this directly
using flows and the interchange condition in S.)
Writing an element k of AC as ddt ct |0 where :C(ct)=m for some fixed
m # M, and where c0=1Cm , we can equally regard ct as a curve in S lying
in the fibre (:~ V)&1 (1Hm) with c0=1
2
m and it thus defines an element of
AV S |1Hm . Writing H(ct)=ht , V (ct)=vt we have
d
dt ht | 0=A(H)(k)=
AH(k) and ddt vt |0=A(V)(k)=AV (k). Comparing (11) with (8) it now
follows that the map AC  AV S just described is an isomorphism of Lie
algebroids onto K, the core Lie algebroid of AV S.
One may equally carry out this identification with AH S and prove that
[k H, l H]=[k, l] H (13)
for all k, l # 1AC. Thus we have proved the following.
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Theorem 2.6. Let (S; H, V; M ) be a double Lie groupoid with core
groupoid C. Then AC, the Lie algebroid of C, is canonically isomorphic to
both the core Lie algebroid of the LA-groupoid AVS and the core Lie
algebroid of the LA-groupoid AH S.
Returning to the LA-groupoid in Fig. 3(b), we can now apply the Lie
functor to (7), and obtain an exact sequence of Lie algebroids
K0 _ qA > A0 ww
A(q~ ) AG. (14)
Here K0 is the vector bundle underlying K equipped with the zero anchor
and zero bracket: it is the Lie algebroid of Kvb . The action of K0 on
qA: A  M is k-=A (k) A , where for any X # 1A the vertical lift X A # X (A)
as in Section 1 has
X A (F )(Y )=
d
dt
F(Y+tX(qY )) } 0
for F # C(A) and Y # A.
If we disregard the Lie algebroid structures in (14), we can rewrite it as
an exact sequence of vector bundles over A,
q!A K > A0 ww
A(q~ )! q !A AG. (15)
From general properties of vector bundles [11, Proposition 1.2], the next
result then follows.
Proposition 2.7. The core of the double vector bundle (5) is Kvb , the
vector bundle underlying the core of 0.
It may seem odd that K in (14) and (15) is completely abelianized,
whereas C in (9) and (10) has its full Lie groupoid structure. This reflects
the fact that (7), when 0 is either LA-groupoid of a double Lie groupoid
S, is not obtained by applying the Lie functor to (9) and (10), but by a
prolongation process which introduces considerable linear structure,
necessarily abelian.
The groupoid C in (9) and (10) is not a subobject of either structure on
S, and is not obtained as a simple kernel. In the case of an abstract double
Lie algebroid the Lie algebroid structure on K is obtained by different
means: see [15].




!t } 0 ,
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where !t is a curve in a fixed :-fibre 0X of 0 with !0=1 X . Thus q (5 )=X.
If we write Xt=; (!t) and gt=q~ (!t) then
d
dt
Xt } 0=a (5 ) # TA and
d
dt
gt } 0=A(q~ )(5 ) # AG.
If k is an element of the core K of 0, then it has :~ (k)=0m , q~ (k)=1m and
; (k)=Y for some m # M and Y=A (k) # A. The corresponding element of
A0 is ddt (tk) |0 , where tk is the scalar multiplication in the bundle 0  G.
We denote this by k if confusion is likely. Note that, using the notation of
[18, Sect. 5], a (k )=Y , the core element of TA corresponding to Y # A.
The injection in (14) can now be written in either of two ways,
(k, X ) [
d
dt
(tk+1 X) }0=k ++0 X ,
where ++ denotes the addition in A0  AG and 0 X is the zero in A0  A




(1 X+tk(qAX )) }0=k(qA X )++0 X . (16)
We call kh the core section of A0  A corresponding to k.
Proposition 2.8. For k, l # 1K and f # C(M ) we have
(k+l)h=kh+lh, ( f k)h=( f b qA) kh,
[kh, lh]=0, a (kh)=A (k) A .
Proof. The first two statements are trivial. For the third, note that kh
is the image under the injection in (14) of the pullback section 1 k of
q!A K. In any action Lie algebroid one has [1 k, 1l]=1 [k, l]
[6, 2.4], and since the acting Lie algebroid is K 0, we have [k, l]=0.
Since the injection in (14) is a Lie algebroid morphism, a (kh(X ))=
a$(k(m), X ), where a$ is the anchor for K0 _ qA and m=qAX. But the
anchor of an action Lie algebroid is given by the action, and so
a$(k(m), X )=k- (X )=A (k) A (X ). K
Proposition 2.9. (i) The anchor a : A0  TA is a morphism of double
vector bundles over aG : AG  TM and idA with core morphism A: K  A.
(ii) The map a: A0  TAG is a morphism of double vector bundles
over a: A  TM and idAG with core morphism AG : K  AG.
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Proof. Only the statements concerning the core morphisms require
proof. For the first statement the proof is essentially the same as for the last
result of Proposition 2.8. For the second, it suffices to prove that
A(a~ ): A0  ATG has core morphism AG . Now for k # K,
A(a~ ) \ ddt (tk) }0+=
d
dt
ta~ (k) } 0=
d
dt
tAG(k) } 0=AG(k). K
From Proposition 2.7 it follows that there is an exact sequence of vector
bundles over AG, a companion to (14),
q!G K > A0 w
q ! q !GA, (17)
where the injection is (k, x) [ A(0)(x)+k .
Again, given a section k of K, there is a section k of A0  AG defined
by
k(x)=A(0)(x)+k(qAG(x)) (18)
for x # AG. We call k the core section of A0  AG corresponding to k.
The construction k [ k generalizes the construction X [ X for a vector
bundle in [18, Sect. 5].
Proposition 2.10. For k, l # 1K and f # C(M ) we have
(k+l)=k+l, ( f k)=( f b qAG) k, a b k=AG(k) A .
Proof. The first two statements are trivial, and the last follows from
Proposition 2.9(ii). K
It is the core sections k, k # 1K, that together with those of the form
A(!) for (!, x) a star section, will allow us to define the Lie algebroid
structure on A0  AG.
Proposition 2.11. The sections of the form A(!), where (!, X) is a star
section, and k, where k # 1K, generate 1AG A0.
Proof. Take 5 # A0 with A(q~ )(5 )=x and q (5 )=X(m). Extend
X(m) # A to a section X of A. By Lemma 2.3, there is a star section (!, X )
of 0. We now have q (A(!)(x))=X(m) and so, by (17), we have
5=A(!)(x)++k(x)
for some k # 1K. K
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For k, l # 1K we define
[k, l]=0. (19)
It remains to define brackets of the form [A(!), k]. We do this by an
extension of the methods recalled in Section 1.
For k # 1K the section k # 1G 0 given by k (g)=k(;g) 0 g has k t
: 0. If
(!, X ) is a star section, we have ! t: X and so it follows that [!, k ] t: 0.
Define
D! (k)=[!, k ] b 1 # 1K. (20)
Lemma 2.12. Let (!, X ) and (’, Y ) be star sections of 0 and let k be a
section of K. Then:
(i) If ‘ # 1G 0 is any section with ‘ b 1=k, we have D! (k)=[!, ‘] b 1.
(ii) D[!, ’] (k)=D! (D’(k))&D’ (D! (k)).
(iii) For any f # C(M ), D! ( f k)= fD! (k)+a(X)( f ) k.
Proof. (i) It only needs to be proved that if ’ # 1G 0 has ’ b 1=0 then
[!, ’] b 1=0. But 1 : A  0 is a Lie algebroid morphism over 1: M  G,
and X t1 !, so it follows that if 0 t1 ’, then 0=[X, 0] t1 [!, ’], which is
to say that [!, ’] b 1=0. From this (ii) now follows immediately.
(iii) For each m # M we have
D! ( f k)(m)=[!, ( f b ;) k ](1m)
=f (m) D! (k)(m)+a~ (!)(1m)( f b ;) k(m)
and a~ (!(1m))=a~ (1 X(m))=T(1)(a(X(m))) since a~ : 0  TG is a groupoid
morphism over a: A  TM. K
Thus D!: 1K  1K is a covariant differential operator over a(X ).
Proposition 2.13. Let (!, X ) be a morphic section. Then [!, k ]=D! (k)
for all k # 1K, and D! is a derivation of the bracket structure on 1K.
Proof. Recall from [11, Sect. 5, p. 230], that a section ‘ of K , the kernel
of :~ : 0  A, is G-equivariant if ‘(gh)=‘(g) 0 h for all compatible g, h.
A G-equivariant section is accordingly determined by its values on the identity
elements of G. Given any section ‘ of K let ‘ V 0 denote the section
(g, h) [ (‘(g), 0 h) of 0 V 0  G V G. Then ‘ is G-equivariant iff ‘ V 0 t
k ‘.
Now if (!, X ) is morphic, we have ! V ! tk !, and so k V 0 tk k implies
that [! V !, k V 0 ] tk [!, k ]. Hence [!, k ] V 0 tk [!, k ] and so [!, k ] is
G-equivariant. Since [!, k ] b 1=D! (k), we must have [!, k ]=D! (k).
The last statement now follows immediately. K
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Thanks to Lemma 2.12 we can define
[A(!), k]=D! (k) (21)
for any star section (!, X ) and any k # 1K. By virtue of Proposition 2.11,
we can now define a bracket on 1AG A0 by extending the conditions (6),
(19), and (21) by the Leibniz condition
[5, F .(]=F .[5, (]++a(5 )(F ) .( (22)
which must hold for all 5, ( # 1AG(A0) and F # C(AG ).
Theorem 2.14. Let (0; G, A; M) be an LA-groupoid. Then the bundle
A0  AG is a Lie algebroid with respect to the anchor a= j&1G b A(a~ ) :
A0  TAG and the bracket just defined.
We call this structure the prolonged Lie algebroid structure induced from
0  G.
For the proof, we first need a lemma, which involves the calculus of star
vector fields developed in [19].
Lemma 2.15. For (!, X ) a star section of 0  G with a~ (!)=x, and
k # 1K, we have
a b A(!)=x~ , a b k=AG(k) A , AG(D! (k))=Dx(AG(k)).
Proof. First we have a b A(!)= j&1G b A(a~ b !)= j
&1
G b A(x)=x~ , as stated.
The second identity is proved similarly.
For the third equation, we can calculate the LHS by finding
a~ ([!, k ](1m)), since we know that D! (k)(m) is a core element of 0, and
AG is the core of a~ : 0  TG. Now a~ is the anchor of a Lie algebroid
structure, so
a~ ([!, k ](1m))=[x, a~ (k )](1m).
Write W=AG(k) # 1AG. Then a~ (k )=W9 , the right-invariant vector field
on G corresponding to W. Finally, [x, W9 ](1m)=Dx(W )(m).
Proof of Theorem 2.14. It follows from the Lemma that a([5, (])=
[a(5 ), a(( )] for sections of the form A(!) or k. Likewise, the Jacobi
identity is easily checked for sections of these forms.
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We must check that (22) is consistent with (6), (19), and (21) in the
cases where they overlap. To verify consistency between (21) and (22) for
5=A(!), F= f b qAG , (=k, we have
[A(!), ( f b qAG) .k]=[A(!), ( f k)]
=D! ( f k)
=( fD! (k)+a(X )( f ) k)
=( f b qAG) .D! (k)++(a(X)( f ) b qAG) .k
=( f b qAG) .[A(!), k]++ (a(X )( f ) b qAG) .k
and it remains to prove that a(X )( f ) b qAG=a(A(!))( f b qAG). But
a(A(!))=W , where W=a~ (!) is a star vector field on G lying above a(X ),
and so the result follows.
Now taking 5=l, F= f b qAG , (=k, it is easy to see that both sides
of (22) are zero.
The only other relation requiring a check of consistency is
A(( f b :) !)=( f b qAG) .A(!),
where ! is a star section, and f # C(M ), and the proof is very similar to the
preceding cases.
Thus the bracket is consistently defined, and the extension to the general
case of a([5, (])=[a(5 ), a(()] and the Jacobi identity now follow from
the Leibniz condition (22). K
Definition 2.16. The double vector bundle (5) together with the given
Lie algebroid structures on A  M, AG  M and A0  A and the Lie
algebroid structure on A0  AG just defined, is the double Lie algebroid of
the LA-groupoid (0 : G, A, M).
To justify this definition, we will in [15] define an abstract concept of
double Lie algebroid and verify that (5) satisfies it. In Example 2.18 below
we show how Theorem 2.14 includes the construction of the Lie bialgebra
of a Poisson Lie group (as in, for example, [9]) and the construction of
the Lie bialgebroid of a Poisson groupoid [18]. Further examples are
given in Sections 3 and 4. We first need the most basic example.
Example 2.17. Let A be any Lie algebroid on base M, and give
0=A_A the LA-groupoid structure (A_A; M_M, A; M ) in which
A_A, as a Lie algebroid over G=M_M, is the Cartesian square and, as
a Lie groupoid over A, is the pair groupoid (see [11, 4.4]). Then the Lie
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algebroid structure on A0=TA with base AG=TM defined above coin-
cides with that defined on TA  TM in Theorem 1.1.
Example 2.18. Any Poisson Lie group G gives rise to an LA-groupoid
(T*G; G, g*; [1]), with the Lie algebroid structure on T*G coming
entirely from the Poisson structure of G and the groupoid structure coming
entirely from its group structure (see [11, 4.12]). More generally, any
Poisson groupoid G  P gives rise in the same way to an LA-groupoid
(T*G; G, A*G; P) (see [18, Sect. 8]). This now yields the double Lie
algebroid AT*G which over A*G is the Lie algebroid of T*G and over AG
is the prolongation of T*G  G. The prolongation structure has anchor
j&1G b A(?
*
G ) and bracket determined by
[A(81), A(82)]=A([81 , 82]), [A(8), | ]=D8 (|), [|1, |2]=0,
(23)
where the 8 are star 1-forms on G (as in [19, Sect. 5]) and the | are
1-forms on P. Here | # 1AG(AT*G) is the core section defined by |; in the
notation below, j $G b | =q*|. The map D8 : 41 (P)  41 (P) is the operator
of [19, Sect. 7] defined by D8 (|)=[8, ;*|] b 1. It is proved directly in
[19, 7.1] that D8 is a covariant differential operator over a*(,), where 8
is a star 1-form over , # 1A*G. If 8 is multiplicative then D8 is a deriva-
tion of the bracket on 41 (P) and [8, ;*|]=;*D8 (|).
Now dualizing jG : TAG  ATG over AG, and identifying the dual of
ATG  AG with AT*G  AG via the induced pairing, we obtain a map
j $G : AT*G  T*AG which is an isomorphism of double vector bundles over
AG and A*G. Equations (23) and the calculus of [19, Sect. 7] now give the
following result.
Theorem 2.19. For any Poisson groupoid G  P, j $G : AT*G  T*AG is
an isomorphism of Lie algebroids over AG with respect to the prolonged
structure on AT*G and the cotangent structure on T*AG.
Associated with any Lie groupoid G  P is the symplectic groupoid
T*G  A*G and there is consequently an isomorphism s: T*A*G 
AT*G of Lie algebroids over A*G [2], which is also an isomorphism of
double vector bundles. It was shown in [18, 7.3] that R b s&1= j $G , where
R: T*A*G  T*AG is the canonical isomorphism of [18, Sect. 5]. It there-
fore follows that the Lie algebroid structure on T*A*G  AG which is
transported from the prolongation structure via s coincides with the struc-
ture transported via R from the cotangent structure.
In the case of Poisson Lie groups all the above Lie algebroid structures may
also be defined in terms of the coadjoint actions and dressing transformations.
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3. THE DOUBLE LIE ALGEBROID OF
A DOUBLE LIE GROUPOID
Throughout this section we consider a double Lie groupoid (S; H, V; M )
and its two LA-groupoids, (AVS; H, AV; M ) and (AH S; AH, V; M ).






where A2S=A(AVS) has two Lie algebroid structures: over base AV the
structure of the Lie algebroid of the Lie groupoid AVS  AV, and over AH
the prolongation of the Lie algebroid structure on AV S  H.
Applying the construction of Section 2 to AH S (see Fig. 4a) gives a
double vector bundle A2S=A(AHS) as in Fig. 4b and two Lie algebroid
structures on A2 S: that over base AH being the Lie algebroid of
AH S  AH, and that over AV being the prolongation of AHS  V.
Before proceeding, we need to consider a basic example.
Example 3.1. Let G be a Lie groupoid on M, and let S=G_G have
the double Lie groupoid structure of [11, 2.3] in which the horizontal
structure is the pair groupoid G_G  G=V and the vertical structure is
the Cartesian square G_G  M_M=H. Then, as in [11, 4.4], the verti-
cal and horizontal LA-groupoids are respectively
AG_AG AG TG ww G
and (25)
M_M M, TM ww M.
We thus obtain A2S=TAG and A2S=ATG.
From Theorem 1.2 we know that jG : TAG  ATG is an isomorphism of
double vector bundles preserving the side bundles AG and TM and the
cores AG. Further, 1.2 gives that jG is an isomorphism of the Lie algebroid
structures over TM: it sends the tangent prolongation structure of
T(AG )  TM (which by Example 2.17 is the prolongation of AG_AG 
M_M ) to the Lie algebroid structure A(TG )  TM arising from the
tangent groupoid TG  TM.
An element 5 # TAG can be written as (2gt u)(0, 0) where g: R2  G
is a smooth map such that if m=; b g: R2  M then :(g(t, u))=m(t, 0) and
g(t, 0)=1m(t, 0) for all t, u. The notation is meant to indicate that we first
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differentiate with respect to u and obtain a curve in AG, whose derivative
with respect to t is 5. Accordingly, pAG(5 )=
g











It is easily seen that jG is also an isomorphism of the Lie algebroid struc-
tures over AG. The structure in ATG  AG is defined by
[A(!), A(’)]=A([!, ’]), [A(!), X ]=D! (X), [X , Y ]=0,
where ! and ’ are star vector fields on G and X, Y # 1AG. Now from
[19, Sect. 3] we have





[! , ’~ ]=[!, ’]
t
, [! , X A ]=D! (X ) A , [X A , Y A ]=0, (26)
from which the result follows.
Thus jG preserves both the horizontal and the vertical Lie algebroid
structures.
We now show that a similar phenomenon holds for any double Lie
groupoid (S; H, V; M ).
Theorem 3.2. The canonical involution JS: T 2S  T 2S of the manifold S
restricts to an isomorphism of double vector bundles jS: A2S  A2S which
preserves AH and AV.





where s: R2  S is a smooth square of elements, and the notation means
that s is first differentiated with respect to u, yielding a curve !t= su (t, 0)
in TS with ddt !t | 0=5. Thus
s
u
(0, 0)= pTS(5 ),
s
t
(0, 0)=T( pS)(5 ),
and JS(5 )=(2su t)(0, 0).
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If 5 # A2S then s can be chosen to be of the form
h(t, u)
v(t, u) s(t, u) v(0, u)
h(t, 0)
where h: R2  H, v: R2  V are smooth and satisfy the source and target
conditions implicit in the diagram, and where s(t, 0)=1 Vh(t, 0) , s(0, u)=
1 Hv(0, u) . We now have !t=
s
u (t, 0) # AVS with
q~ V (!t)=h(t, 0), A(; V)(!t)=
v
u












Interchanging the roles of t and u, it is easily seen that jS(5 ) # A2 S. Since
jS is a restriction of JS it is injective and, by a dimension count, an
isomorphism of double vector bundles. K
Theorem 3.2 can also be proved by the diagram chasing methods used
in [11, Proposition 1.5; 18, 7.1].
Theorem 3.3. Let (S; H, V; M) be a double Lie groupoid. Then jS ,
regarded as a morphism of vector bundles over AH, is an isomorphism of Lie
algebroids from the prolonged structure on A(AVS)  AH to the Lie
algebroid of AH S  AH.
Proof. That jS commutes with the anchors is proved by the same
methods as in Theorem 3.2. It must be shown that for 5 # A2S, we have
jH b a V b jS(5 )=A(a~ V)(5 ). Taking 5=(2st u)(0, 0) as above, both sides
are equal to (2ht u)(0, 0).
The main part of the proof depends on a series of subsidiary results,
Lemma 3.4 to Corollary 3.8.
Given a star section (!, X ) of AVS, write ! = jS b A(!). As with sections
of the Lie algebroid of any Lie groupoid, ! induces a vector field !9 on S,
which is right-invariant with respect to the groupoid structure on base H.
Similarly, X induces a right invariant vector field X9 on V. Since (!, X ) is
a star section, it follows that (!9 , X9 ) is a star vector field on the groupoid
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S  V. Hence, by the constructions of [19], it induces a linear vector field
((!9 )t, X9 ) on AH S, here regarded as a Lie algebroid over V.
On the other hand, ! is a section of the Lie algebroid of AH S  AH, and
therefore induces a right invariant vector field (! ) on AH S.
Lemma 3.4. For any star section (!, X ) of the LA-groupoid AV S,
(! )=(!9 )t.
Proof. Let Exp t! be the exponential for ! # 1(AV S). We follow the
conventions of [10], and assume for convenience that Exp t! is global.
Similarly, let Exp tX be the exponential for X # 1AV. Since :~ H b !=X b :H
and ! b 1H=1 H b X, it follows that
:~ H b Exp t!=Exp tX b :H , (Exp t!) b 1H=1 H b Exp tX.
The corresponding flow for !9 is LExp t!: S  S, s [ Exp t!(; V s) gw s and
is a star map over LExp tX: V  V; that is;
:~ H b LExp t!=LExp tX b :H and LExp t! b 1 H=1 H b LExp tX . (27)
We can therefore apply the Lie functor and get A(LExp t!): AHS  AH S,
which is a linear map over LExp tX: V  V. By [19, Sect. 3], this is the flow
of (!9 )t.
Now it is straightforward to check that A(LExp t!) is also the flow of
(! ), and from this the result follows. K
Corollary 3.5. For any star sections (!, X ) and (’, Y ) of the
LA-groupoid AV S, [! , ’~ ]=[!, ’]
t
.
Proof. As for any Lie groupoid, [! , ’~ ]=[(! ), (’~ )]=[(!9 )t, (’ )t],
by 3.4. Now this is [!9 , ’ ]t by (26), and using [!9 , ’ ]=[!, ’] and
Lemma 3.4 again, the result is clear. K
Next consider k # 1K, where K is the core of AV S. As in (18) and (16),
we have sections k and kh of A2S. Those symbols are meant to indicate
the difference between sections of the prolonged structure and sections of
the Lie functor structure. Here we denote the corresponding sections by
k& # 1AH(A2S) and k= # 1AV (A2S). On the other hand, we can also con-
sider K as the core of AH S, and we denote the corresponding sections by
k=, a section of A2S  AV, and k& , a section of A2S  AH. This device
depends on the fact that the cores of AH S and AVS can be canonically
identified (Theorem 2.6). It is now easily checked that
jS b k&=k& , jS b k==k= . (28)
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In the next result, k H is the section of AH S  V induced by k. As a sec-
tion of the vector bundle AH S (that is, as a section of the core of T(AH S)),
it induces a vertical vector field on AH S. On the other hand, k& is a section
of the Lie algebroid of the groupoid AH S  AH, and consequently induces
a right invariant vector field on AHS.
Lemma 3.6. For any k # 1K, (k H) A =(k&).





(A(1 V)( y)+tk(n)) }0 ,
where + is the addition in AH S  V. Right translating this curve by ‘, we
get
(A(1 V)( y)+tk(n)) ‘=(A(1 V)( y)+tk(n))(‘+0 v)=A(1 V)( y) ‘+t(k(n) 0 v)
by the interchange laws. This in turn is equal to ‘+tk H(v), and




is just the definition of the vertical lift. K
Referring to the next result, the D operator on the RHS refers to the
LA-groupoid AVS and is as defined in (20). On the other hand, any
groupoid defines, via its tangent LA-groupoid, a D operator by which its
star vector fields operate on sections of its Lie algebroid; this is the D
defined in (3). Applying this to the star vector field (!9 , X9 ) on S  V and
k H # 1(AH S), we have the LHS below.
Proposition 3.7. Let (!, X ) be a star section of AV S, and let k # 1K.
Then
D!9 (k H)=D! (k) H.
Proof. We must prove that for all v # V,
[!9 , k9 H](1 Hv )=[!, k
V](1H;v) 0 v .
On the LHS, !9 is the right invariant vector field on S  H corresponding
to !, here considered as a star vector field on S  V, whilst k9 H is the right
invariant vector field, with respect to the horizontal groupoid structure on
S, corresponding to k H # 1V (AHS). On the RHS we have the bracket of
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two sections of the Lie algebroid AV S, and the multiplication in
AH S  AH.
Assume as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that Exp t! is a global exponential
for !. Write m=;v and mt=; Exp tX(m). Then, using (27),








T(LExp t!)(k(m&t) 0 Exp &tX(m) v) } 0 .
On the other hand, [!, k V](1H;v)=&
d
dt T(IExp t!)(k(m&t))|0 where I is the
conjugation in S  H,
IExp t! (s)=Exp t!(; V (s)) gw s gw (Exp t!(:~ V (s)))&V.
If we now write k(m&t)= s c(s, t) | s=0 where c(&, t) is a curve in C in




Exp t!(; V (c(s, t))) gw c(s, t) gw 1 HExp tX(m&t)&1 } s=0 .
Recalling that (Exp tX(m&t))&1=Exp &tX(m), it now follows that
T(LExp t!)(k(m&t) 0 Exp &tX(m) v)=T(IExp t!)(k(m&t)) 0 v ,
and this completes the proof. K
Corollary 3.8. Let (!, X) be a star section of AV S, and let k # 1K.
Then, in the Lie algebroid of AH S  AH,
[! , k&]=D! (k)&
Proof. It suffices to prove that the corresponding right invariant vector
fields on AH S are equal. Now, using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, the right
invariant vector field corresponding to the LHS is [(!9 )t, (k H) A ]. Here
(!9 , X9 ) is a star vector field on S  V, and so induces a vector field on AH S.
Similarly, (k H) A is the vertical lift to AHS of a section of the Lie algebroid
AH S. Applying (26), we therefore get D!9 (k H) A . The result now follows
from using Lemma 3.6 again. K
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. By Proposition 2.11 we
know that 1AH(A2S) is generated by sections of the form A(!), where
(!, X ) is a star section of AV S, and those of the form k&, where k # 1K.
Since we have jS b A(!)=! and jS b k&=k& , the equations from Corollaries
3.5, 3.8, and Proposition 2.8 prove that jS preserves the brackets. K
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Theorem 3.3 clearly includes the isomorphisms of Example 3.1. The
isomorphisms of Example 2.18, however, are of a different type.
It is now clear that there are two, canonically isomorphic, double Lie
algebroids associated with a double Lie groupoid. We make an arbitrary
choice.
Definition 3.9. The double vector bundle A2S of (24), equipped with
the Lie algebroid structure on A2S  AV of the Lie groupoid AVS  AV
and the prolonged Lie algebroid structure on A2S  AH from AVS  H, is
the double Lie algebroid of the double Lie groupoid (S; H, V; M).
In [15] we define an abstract notion of double Lie algebroid and prove
that A2S$A2 S satisfies it. In the same paper and [13] we give a charac-
terization of Lie bialgebroids in terms of the cotangent double Lie
algebroid; this is an extension of the Manin triple characterization of
Lie bialgebras and an alternative to the Courant algebroid characteriza-
tion of Liu, Weinstein and Xu [7]. Also in [15] we characterize matched
pairs of Lie algebroids [21] as equivalent to vacant double Lie algebroids,
and at the same time show that matched pair structures are equivalent
to Lie bialgebroids of a certain type. In [16] we show that Lu’s construc-
tion [8] of a matched pair of Lie algebroids associated to a Poisson
group actionby means of which she develops the work of Drinfel’d [4] on
Poisson homogeneous spacesmay be extended to actions of Poisson
groupoids and yields a double Lie algebroid which corresponds to neither
a matched pair nor a Lie bialgebroid. All of these applications, and any
consideration of integrability questions, however require the abstract
concept.
In the next section we give a number of basic examples.
4. EXAMPLES
Example 4.1. Take G=M_M in Example 3.1, where M is any
manifold. Thus S=M4 consists of quadruples of points from M. From 3.1
we obtain A2S=T 2M and A2 S=T 2M with jS=JM the canonical involu-
tion of M. The prolonged structure on T( p): T 2M  TM has anchor
J=JM and bracket [!, ’]=J[J!, J’] for all sections !, ’ of T( p).
Example 4.2. Let H and V be Lie groupoids on the same base M, and
let S be the double Lie groupoid g(H, V ) of [11, 2.4]. The elements
of g(H, V ) are squares with horizontal sides from H and vertical sides
from V, the sources and targets of adjacent sides matching; there is no
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commutativity condition on the sides. To ensure that the differentiability
properties behave well, assume that the anchors of H and V are transversal.
This is a universal example in the sense that for any double Lie groupoid
(S; H, V; M) there is a natural map into g(H, V ).
Recalling [11, 4.5], the vertical LA-groupoid AVS is
/ !!V (AV_AV)ra !!V (TH) AV
(29)
H M.
Here / !!H (AV_AV ) is the pullback Lie algebroid, as in [6, Sect. 1], of the
cartesian square AV_AV across the anchor /H : H  M_M, and a !!V (TH )
is the pullback Lie groupoid of TH  TM across aV: AV  TM.
Hence the horizontal structure on A2S=A(AV S) is the pullback Lie




the pullback of T(aV) and aTH . The anchor a H : A2S  TAV is the natural
projection TAV_T 2M ATH  TAV and the bracket is of the standard form
for pullbacks: see [6, Sect. 1].





the pullback of aTV and T(aH). Over base AH the Lie algebroid structure
on A2S is the pullback of ATV  TM across aH : AH  TM. The canonical
map jS: A2S  A2S is jV_T2M j
&1
H . Theorem 3.3 now shows that the
prolonged structure on TAV_T2M ATH  AH is isomorphic to the
pullback of ATV  TM across aH .
Example 4.3. Let H and V be Lie groupoids on base M, and let
,: H  V be a base-preserving morphism. Let 3=3(H, ,, V ) be the
comma double groupoid of [11, 2.5]. Thus 3 consists of those elements of
g(H, V ) in which either vertical side is determined by the condition that
the (images of the) four sides commute in V. As a double groupoid 3 is a
substructure of g(H, V).
It was shown in [1] that all double groupoids which are locally trivial,
in a sense appropriate to the double structure, may be obtained from their
core diagrams as quotients of double groupoids of this type.
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Recalling [11, 4.7], the vertical LA-groupoid AV3 is
: !!H (AV )rTH _ aV AV
(30)
H M.
Here :!!H (AV ) is the pullback Lie algebroid of AV across :H : H  M, and
TH _ aV is the action groupoid arising from the action of TH  TM on aV
described in [11, 4.7].
To describe the induced infinitesimal action of ATH on aV: AV  TM,
recall from [19] that in any Lie algebroid A  M, a section X of A induces
the vertical lift X A on A and also a linear vector field (X , a(X)) charac-
terized by X (l)=lLX () for all sections  of A*.
The sections of ATH  TM are generated by those of the form jG b T(X )
and those of the form jG b X , where X # 1AH (see [18, 7.1]). Now it is easy
to check that the infinitesimal action is characterized by the equations
( jG b T(X ))-=,(X)
t
, ( jG b X )-=,(X ) A . (31)
Since the Lie algebroid of an action Lie groupoid is the corresponding
action Lie algebroid, it follows that A23  AV is the action Lie algebroid
ATH _ aV . As a manifold, A23 is ATH_TM AV, the pullback of qTH
and aV .
On the other hand the horizontal LA-groupoid of 3 is
q !!H (V )r(AH_AH ) _ / V ww V
(32)
AH M.
Here q !!H (V ) is the pullback groupoid of V over qH : AH  M and
(AH_AH ) _ /V is the action Lie algebroid arising from the action of
AH_AH on /V given in [11, 4.7].
Accordingly, A23  AH is the pullback Lie algebroid q !!H (AV ). As a
manifold, A23 is TAH_TM AV, and j3 is j
&1
H _TM id.
Notice throughout Examples 3.1, 4.2, and 4.3, that if the horizontal (say)
structure is a pair groupoid, or a pullback, or an action groupoid, then the
corresponding property is inherited by the double Lie algebroid. This
follows from a version of [11, Lemma 4.6] formulated for LA-groupoids
and their double Lie algebroids.
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Example 4.4 (compare [23, Sect. 4.5]. Let 1  P be any symplectic
groupoid, and consider the double groupoid S=1_1 of Example 3.1.
Then the LA-groupoids (25) can be given as
T*P_T*P T*P T1 ww 1
and
P_P P TP ww P
where the canonical isomorphism of Lie algebroids 7: T*P  A1 of [2]
induces an isomorphism of LA-groupoids. Now T1  TP is itself a sym-
plectic groupoid with respect to the tangent symplectic structure on T1
and the tangent Poisson structure on TP and so there is also an
isomorphism of Lie algebroids 7T: T*(TP)  AT1. Thus the double Lie
algebroids are
T(T*P) ww T*P T*(TP) ww T*P
and (33)
TP P TP P
with jS now identified with the canonical isomorphism :: T(T*P) 
T*(TP) of Tulczyjew [22], denoted J$ in [18, 5.4]. Theorem 3.3 applied
to the vertical structures now shows that the prolongation of the cotangent
Lie algebroid structure on T*P is isomorphic to the cotangent Lie
algebroid of the tangent Poisson structure on TP.
Both double vector bundles in (33) are duals of the double tangent
bundle T 2P in the sense of Pradines’ notion of dual (see [18, Sect. 5]).
Here T(T*P) is isomorphic under the map I of [18, 5.3] to T v(TP), the
dual of T 2P with respect to the structure T( p): T 2P  TP; in these terms
J$=J* b I. Regarded like this, the relations between the Lie algebroid struc-
tures in (33) reflect the fact that the canonical involution JP: T 2P  T 2P is
a Poisson automorphism with respect to the tangent of the tangent of the
Poisson structure on P (see [3, 5.2]).
By using the method of Example 2.18, the double Lie algebroid
T(T*P) $T*(TP) and these isomorphisms can be defined for any (not
necessarily integrable) Poisson manifold.
A result similar to Example 4.4 has been recently given by Grabowski
and Urban ski [5, end of Sect. 3 and Theorem 20].
Example 4.5. In [11, Sect. 2] we showed that a double Lie groupoid
(S; H, V; M) which is vacantthat is, for which the core is trivialdefines
a matched pair structure on H and V, where a matched pair of groupoids
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extends the notion called double Lie group by Lu and Weinstein [9], and
matched pair of Lie groups by Majid [20]; see [24] for some early
references. Conversely [11, Sect. 2], a matched pair of Lie groupoids H, V
defines a vacant double groupoid structure on H V V.
In [11, Sect. 4] we showed that the LA-groupoids of a vacant double
groupoid (S; H, V; M ) are vacant, and correspond to differentiated forms
of the groupoid actions; the vertical LA-groupoid AV S is the action Lie
algebroid ;H < AV corresponding to the induced action of AV on H, and
as a groupoid AV S is the action groupoid H _ qV corresponding to the
linearized action of H on AV.
In [21], Mokri differentiated both actions twice to obtain representa-
tions of AH on AV and of AV on AH which satisfy a natural extended
form of the twisted derivation equations [21, 4.2].
Here we consider an abstract vacant LA-groupoid (0; G, A; M ). For
convenience, given g # G, Y # A with :(Y )=q(Y ), write (g | Y ) for the
unique element of A0 for which q~ (g | Y )= g, :~ (g | Y )=Y. (This is a small
modification of the convention of [11, Sect. 4].) Given Y # 1A, denote by
Y$ # 1G 0 the pullback section and by YG=a~ b Y$ the vector field induced
on G by Y.
Likewise, given X # AG, Y # A with qG(X )=q(Y ), write (X & Y ) for the
unique element of A0 with A(q)(X & Y )=X, q (X & Y )=Y. Given Y # 1A,
denote by Y" # 1AG(A0) the pullback section and write YAG=a b Y" for
the vector field induced on AG by Y.
By general properties of action groupoids [6], A0  A is the action Lie
algebroid corresponding to the infinitesimal action induced by the action
gY=; (g | Y) of G on A. Denoting the anchor by a : A0  TA we have, for
X # 1AG, Y # A,
XA= a (X$)(Y )=T(g [ gY )(X(qY)),
where X$ is the pullback section X$(Y )=(X(qY ) &Y ). To be precise,
A0  A is isomorphic to the action Lie algebroid AG _ A under the double
source map.
The vacancy condition on A0 also ensures that q : A0  A is an action
morphism, and so defines the action Y [ YAG of A on qG : AG  M. Now
a= j&1G b A(a~ ) and Y"=A(Y$) where Y$ # 1G 0 is the pullback section
Y$(g)=(g | Y(:g)). So we have
YAG=a(Y")= j&1G b A(a~ b Y$)= j
&1
G b A(YG).
Now YG is a star vector field on G: that is, it projects under :~ to a vector
field on M, namely a(Y), and a(Y) projects to YG under 1 : M  G; the
latter is condition (ii) of [11, 4.9]. Accordingly, j&1G b A(YG) is the complete
lift of YG to a linear vector field on AG, in the sense recalled in Section 1.
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Thus the action of A on AG and the corresponding representation
_: A  CDO(AG ), defined as in [19, 3.14], are
Y [ YAG=YG
t
, 1A  X (AG ), _Y (X )=[YG , X9 ] b 1.
The proof that _, and the representation corresponding to X [ XA , satisfy
the twisted derivation equations is not easy; a proof in the abstract case is
given in [15, Sect. 5].
When the vacant LA-groupoid arises from an affinoid, there is a simpler
description in terms of connections; see [17].
Several further examples requiring more extensive developments, such as
the infinitesimal form of the theory associated with split double Lie
groupoids and crossed modules [1; 11, Sect. 2], will be treated elsewhere.
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